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C/lapter 5

AS THEY LIKE IT
OVERINTERPRETATION AND
HYPOREALlTY IN BAD

Mark Hobart

Bali overflows with meaning. As the illustration overleaf shows. mean
ing has even found its way into exported [ndonesian representations of
themselves. A glorious intellectual genealogy climaxing with Bateson
and Mead. Geertz and Boon. ends limply in advertising copy for Bank
Bumi Daya. In Bali even ca pitalism has been aestheticlsed. Or is it aes
thetics commoditised? [n the advertisement Balinese epitomise
Indonesia; while dance epitomises Bali. And meaning is what moti
vates Balinese dance. But how did meaning get into the dance? And
according to whom?
The problem these days. to pa raphrase Evans-Pritchard. is that
there is only one meth od in social anthropology. the interpretive
method - and that is impossible (Needham 1975 : 365). It is not how
ever self-eviden t that social actions a re either interpretable or. what
foll ows. meaningful. except in a trivial sense. For instance. there is a
well kn own and very difficult movement in Balinese dance. magulu
(w)a ngsul. which involves moving the head from side to side smoothly.
while keeping it vertical. [once asked some dancers what the meaning
(arli) was to be greeted with a laugh and told it had none! [t was appre
ciated because it was so difficult to do well.' To succeed was to be tekek.
firm . precise: just as good speech should be seken. clear. definite. Only
when a dancer has mastered the use of the body can they assume a
sebeng billgar. an expression of deep inner contentment. radiate light
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On Intexpretation
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the project of a scienHfic anthropology meets wilh a major difficulty: it is
impossible to describe a cultural phenomenon.,,'t\rjlhout takLng into account
the ideas of the participants. However. ideas cannot be observed. but only intu
itively understood: they cannot be descMbed but only tntef]Jreted. (1985: 9)
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In anthropological practice. interpreting has come. profligately. to
embrace any activity from expounding the mea ning of something
abstruse. to making clear. to giving a particular explanation.' In short. it
is what anthropologists do. The word has a more specialist sen",,: the
method. goal or subject m atter of hermeneutics. This is not just an
obscure Ge rm an philosophical genealogy culminating in Habermas. but
by routes as diverse as Weber and Freud has permeated human scientific
thinking: and has even had a signiHcant im~o~t via Heidegger on post
struc(ura tists such as Foucault and 011 Der";da. My interest however is
especially in anthropological uses of hermeneutics. It so happens that the
doyen or Interpretive Anthropology. ClilTord Geertz. has used Bali to illus
trate his method. Geertz's work expounds and exemplifies many or the
kinds of interpretive methods and assumptions invoked by other anthro
pologists. So. rather than engage in sweeping generalisations. I confine
myselr to interpretation as it has actu ally been practised on Balinese.
Interpretation creates a dilemma for anthropologists. As Dan Sper
ber notes
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(masinar becik) when dancing. so that the audience feel buka girik. as if
it has been tickled and aroused. It is about achieving an eITect. Balinese
are highly critical commentators on what is considered good or bad.
but do so largely without recourse to meaning. Such Balinese reflec
tions on their own practices though stand in sta rk contrast to what
scholars insuffiate into them. Interpretation is so central to the defini
tion of the anthropologist as knowing subject. or the object or study
and the required disciplinary practices however that questioning its
universal applicability must be rather like questioning the existence or
God in the Vatican. The result is to preempt inquiry into the condi
tions under which it is justifiable or appropriate to rely on interpreta
tion or to impute meaning.

anthropologists' technical vocabulary...a medley of words to be used where
straightforward translations are wanting: 'sacrifice', 'divination', 'priest' ",
'symbol' . 'marriage ',., When they seem to be developing a theory of sac ri
fice. they are, actually. pursuing [the] work of second (or nth) degree inter
pretation' etc. (19 85: 25 . 27)

This is what makes
interpretive generalizations dUTer radically from desCriptive generalizations.
An interpretation is adequate when it is faithful. a description is adequate
when it is true. (1985: 29)

As usual I find myselr agreeing heartily with the first half of what
Sperber writes and disagreeing furiously with the second. Not only
description and explanation invol ve interpret ation in some sense or
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other. but so do translation and even transcription. The idea. however.
that you can drive a wedge between fideUty to ideas and true descriptions
looks gently dated and unnecessarily dualistic (Quine 1953: Davidson
1973). although th e vision still seems to excite the occasional analytical
philosopher. For some reason. even quite intelligent anthropologists
retain a touching affection in the powers of impartial observation. when
we spend so much time asking people to explain what it is we have just
seen. Sperber attempts to escape by resort to a scientisedepidemiology of
representations. which is a subtle form of representation ism and semi
ological regression (Fabian 1991a). His 'participants' howeverturn out
to be the usual passive, de-fanged objects of anthropological inquiry,
whose ideas conveniently reflect or instantiate collective represent.a
tions, the raw materials of the thinking anthropologist.

The Prize for Good Guesses
Considering how broad the claims made for interpretation, it turns
out to be quite a difficult animal to track down. When it comes to
spelling out what is involved in the approach he has made his own,
Geertz becomes rather coy. What does come across though is that an
interpretive theory of culture is 'essentially a semiotic one' (1973a: 5).
As Geertz relies very heavily for his theory on the work of Ricoeur. it is
worth quoting the organ-grinder himself:
the prtmary sense of the word 'hermeneutics' concerns the rules required
for the interpretation of the written documents of our culture ... Ausltgung
(interpretation . exegesis) ...cavers only a limited category of signs. those

which are fixed by writing. including all the sorts of documents and mon
uments which entail a fixation similar to writing. (1981a: 197)

The difficulty is that this interpretation or exegesis is not confined to
the analysis of signs in any obviously Saussurean manner. Hermeneu
tics is redolent of supplementarity: it promises more than semiotics, a
'surplus of meaning'. It is this more that worries me.
The supplement which is promised derives from the workings of
that delightfully arcane notion: the hermeneutic circle. Geertz wields
his semiotic trowel with some panache:
Cultural analysis is (o r should be) guessing at meanings. assessing the
guesses. and drawing explanatory conclusions from the better guesses, not
discovering the Continent of Meaning and mapping out its bodiless land
scape. (1973a: ZO)

This is odd in a way. because there are not many bodies. or people. in
Geertz's analyses. except occasionally as props to get the narrative
going (Crapanzano 1986: 69-71). Ricoeur is more prosaic:
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We have to guess the meaning of the text because th e author'S intention is
beyond our reach ... if (here are no rules for making good guesses. there are
methods for validating those guesses we do make... [wh ich] are closer to a
logic of probability than to a logic of empirical verification. To show that an
interpretation is more probable in the light of what we know is something
other than show ing that a conclusion is true, So in the relevant sense. val
idation is not verification. It is an argumentative discipline comparable to
the juridical procedures used in legal interpretation, a logic of uncertainty
and of qualitative probability... we are also enabled to give an acceptable
meaning to the famous concept of the hermeneutic circle, Guess and vali
dation are in a sense circularly relate~ as subjective and objective
approaches to the text. But this circle is not a vicious one ... the role of falsi
fication is played by the contlict between competing interpretations. An
Interpretation must not only be probable, but more probable than another
interpretation. (1971\: 75-79 . my parentheses)

The whole juggernaut is driven by the will-o'-the-wisp of the almost
unbelievably probable interpretation. In the last resort though. there is
no yardstick for judging the quality of an interpretation whic h is nol
recursively defined by the interpretive method itself.
Ricoeur is admirably explicit and so highlights what tends to be sub
merged in Geertz's suasive prose, Once again there is a convenient

Cartesian split of truth about the world and what pertain s 10 the
higher reaches of Mind. Mind however is oddly passive. On the crucial
question of how you decide between rival interpretations. it is 'thecon
flict' which is supposed 10 do the work. An approach which purports to
clarify the inlricacies of forms of argumentation ends up in this
instance by muddying the waters to the point that Jonathan Spencer
has remarked of this strain of American anthropology that there has
been 'the abandonment of any consideration of problems of valida
tion' (1989 : 159 ). One of the drawbacks of a postmodern. post-inter
pretive. post-global world is an abandonment of critical thinking to a
spurious democracy of argument in which anything goes: lasciale 09";
discernimento va; ch'elltrate.

For Ricoeur. the meaning of the text originates in, but becomes
detached from. the author's mind. It turns into public property to do
with what one will: but few are qualified to do so. For interpretation
'presupposes a discrepancy between the clear meaning of the text and
the demands of (later) readers' (Sontag 196 J: 6). By postulating an
ironic doubling with a wealth of hidden deep meaning (Foucault
1973: 303-387). gerundively hermeneuts create a potentially inex
haustible resource to be exploited and where they effectively exercise
unregulated control. A semantic free market is declared. with proce
dures (guessing and checking guesses) supposed to ensure that all
works out for the best. '
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A difficulty of interpretation is that you cannot begin guessing with
out some background of prior texts (pre-text or in ter-text) and without
determ ining beforehand what kind of object you are dealing with in the
light of wha t yo u already know (a further determination). [n short.
hermeneutic meth ods require preinterpretation. with little restriction on
how you procure the resul ts. As we can never approach somethin g in no
cently, we inevitably introduce assumptions and presuppositions. We
begin prein terpreting in the act of listening. The reason so much of this
paper is devoted to a critique of interpretation is [ a m still trying to free
myself to the degree [ can from yet more unthinking preinterpretation.

' the constructed understanding of the constructed native's con
stru cted poin t of view (Crapanza no 1986: 74)1 Perhaps this is why. in
the en d. the texts' minds look strangely like their interpreters. The
autono my granted to 'the interlocutor. as opposed to a person as
agent. resembles a pheasant bred for shooting or the icons in an inter

The text instead is passive: it awaits the active resourceful inte r

What is the object of anthropological interpretation ? Famously. it is
culture in scribed as a text. Int erpreting

preter (commonly ma le) (0 prize open and enjoy its ri ches. Ricoeur's
juridical metaphor develops the theme. For the interpreter assumes
further powers as judge to interrogate. and conduct whatever forensic
procedures he (use of a male term aga in seems appropri ate in thi s
in stance) will on the objectified products of mind by a mind set apart
in judgement. knowing. superior. The findings are not subjective how
ever. for objectivi ty then grafts itself onto validation in a manne r
which is far from clear. The connection rests upon the assu mption th at
th is mind approaches objectivity through its all-encompassing superi
ority. which tran scends s ubjectivity and objectivity (un like Geertz.
Ricoeur is concern ed to avoid the traps of a ' Romanticist' grounding of
interpretation in the subject and intersubjectivity. 1 981b). But whose
subjectivity. whose objectivit y and whose criteria of validation are
these? The a nswer is the interpreters". Finally. Ri coeu r leaves the
choice between probable interpretations remarkably open. un contex
tu alised and unsituated. Who decides which interpretation is more
probable and by what criteria ? On Geertz's and Ri coeu rs accou nt. for
all their demotic imagery and show of humility. the power quietly
abrogated by the interpreter is a dictator's dream. The familiar lan
guage of reason and reasonableness clouds an epistemological battle
fi eld. on which. through their own choosing. the odds are stacked in
favo ur of the big battalions.
[n trying to defend the unrestrained freedom of the interprete r
against ali-comers. Gee rtz's former studen t and apologist. James Boon .
delivers the approach and himself an accidental coup de orcice.
Metaphors of lext and of reading ilpplied (0 an thropological fieldwork strike
some cri tics as fancy devices to silence or disempower th e interlocutor. I
would reply that 'read texts' radically construed. certainly speak back: they
may. moreover. change their mind's message on each re-read ing. ( 1990: 52)

There is a serious problem of agency here. Texts have minds. But this
still leaves the question: who 'radically construes' the texts. or rather
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active video ga me or virtual reality mach ine,

TextuaUty

the fl ow of social discourse...consists in trying to rescue th e 'said ' of such
discourse from its perishing occasions and fix it in perusable terms (Geertz

1973a: 20).
The human sciences may be said to be hermeneutical O} inasmuch as
th eir object displays some of the rea tures con stilutive of a (exl as text. and
(2 ) inasmuch as their methodology develops the same kind of procedu res as
those of Auslegung ortext-interpretati oll. (R icoeur 1981a: 197)

Social action becomes a text by the act of ethnographic in scription
(Geertz 197 3a: 19). There is the further extension though that this is
possible only if action - or what humans make of events themselves
have some at least of the features of a text (Ricoeur 1981: 197-2 10).
Further. texts (or text-like productions) con lain mea nings. their 'propo
sitional content' (Ricoeur 1981 : 204: invokin g the condu it melaphor.
see Reddy 1979). Put this way. however. meaning as a concept and in
its particul a r asc ription s becomes open 10 critical considera tion. [t
must be reclaimed and mys tified. [n a neat thrce thimble trick. Boon
therefore announces that meaning is 'fundamentally transposed. con
ver ted. substi tu ted' (1990: 209). Displacing the problem. just as
declaring 'culture' to be 'multiple constructions that are at base con
trastive' (l990: 209). is somehow supposed 10 resolve the difficulties.
However. 'events only seelll to be intelligible. Actually they have no
meaning without inte rpreta tion ' (Sonlag 196 1: 7). There are two
senses of 'text' here. In the narrower one, (ex t rders to what Barthes

ca lled 'work ' which 'is a frag ment of subs tance. occupying" part of
the space of books' (J977: 156-57). In the broader one. lext 'is a
methodological field ... llle Texi is experienced ollly ill all activilY oj pro
duction ' (l9 77: 157. original emphasis). [n the latter sense. it is of a
higher logical order than Ricoeurs text. which is it self" complex
whole built out of sentences (l97 6: 1- 23).
There are two obvious problems. First YO ll cannot write an epist.e

mologic.1space. Second. it con Oates culture and workltext. Unless you
inhabit a pecu liarly recondite world. culture is not a text. Before !loon
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declares me yet again a vulgar positivist. let me explain what I wish to
say by this. It may be fruitful to treat culture heuristically (one of my
least favourite words) as ifit were a text. 1 doubt it. But many postmod
ernists have made great reputations (and brought about the felling of
many trees) to celebrate the catachresis. It has become conventional in
the last decade or so among those suffering PMT (postmode rnist trendi
ness) cheerfully to talk about how texts have constituted people in ever
more ambiguous ways. Quite what being constituted by a text - be it a
book. a methodological field or a condition of intelligibility - would
actually involve is charmingly mind-boggling.
The problem with subsuming the whole strange eventful gamut of
human actions and events acrOSS history under the sobriquet of 'Text'
is not only that it hypostatises a nd homogenises whatever has hap
pened, but that. if everything is Text. the notion is vapid (cf. Baudrillard
on foucault's idea of power, 1987). It becomes an abstract substance,
empowered with amazing, if largely imaginary, qualities. In short, it
becomes a 'Transcendental Agent'. beyond history, and with thrasoni
cal hermeneuts and deconstructionists as its immanent intelligence to
tell us what It is up to. Text becomes an excuse not just for pastiche but
to make what you please of other peoples' lives and how they represent
themselves, to mix and match at will in a consumers' utopia'
There is something pleasantly amateurish, indeed frankensteinian,
about the attempts of anthropologists such as Geertz (with assistance
from Boon) to jolt the cachexic corpse of culture into textual life. Since
then, however. a con sortium of Literary Critics has taken over the
business of transmuting the whole gamut of human and social activ
ities into texts on an industrial scale. 5

Overinterpreting
Treating culture, or life itself. as a text avoids a recognition of textual
isi ng as a c ultural practice. People write, speak. read and listen; textu
alise events and actions in circumstances which depend on the
existence of previous practices of textualising. The Literary Tendency
is itself part of such practices; but solipsistically its practitioners hypo
statise practices into abstract objects (texts) and imagine particular
practices to be constitutive, essential or even universal. The sort of
approach I prefer however treats practices as particular, historical. sit
uated and varying in degree and kind. I assume that. far from having
a determinate. extractable essence, facts are underdetermined by
explanation (Quine 1953,1960) or. put another way, that 'reality
transcends the knower' (In den 1986: 402). On this account, any
activity or practice, the agents who engage in them and the patients
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who are their subjects, are themselves partly a consequence of. but are
not fully determined by. past practices and activities. Among practices,
some rework past practices (e.g. commenting, criticising, correcting);
others ai m at transforming patients (e.g. graduating, curing, manag
ing) and the agents themselves (e.g. crowning, praying, self-disciplin
ing; cf. foucault 1986). Yet other practices are concerned with trying
to eliminate the underdetermination of actions and events, including
much academic writing and 'ritual' (see Hobart forthcoming). I
choose therefore to treat both explaining and interpreting as often
practices of determination, or essentialising, in some form.
What I call overinterpreting is overdetermining one interpretation
where alternative equally plausible interpretations are possible, or
have in fact been put forward. As a practice, overinterpreting usually
starts with preinterpreting prior to any engagement with what is actu
ally to be interpreted and concludes in defending the interpretation
against criticism. EVidently Balinese, for instance, may well on occa
Sion also overinterpret for whatever reasons. Where they differ from
hermeneuts is that the latter's justification for existing is tha i they
somehow add more to what the locals are perfectly capable of saying
for themselves. This something is a logical method for validating prob
able interpretations, presumed - in a fine example of pre interpretation
- to be so superior to Balinese methods that no interpreter has both
ered to inquire what they are (cf. Hobart 1985) or if they even exist.
One of the best ways of clarifying what I wish to suggest by overin
terpreting is to put forward a null hypothesis. It is that no act of anthro
pological interpretation takes place dialogically and dialectically during
fieldwork between ethnographer and local intellectuals -let alone cen
trally involving local intellectuals arguing among themselves - but
rather before the ethnographer's arrival in, and after departure from,
the field. It is then possible to distinguish anthropologists by the degree
to which they breach the null hypothesis in their work. In my experi
ence of an island crowded with expatriate experts, sadly it holds up
remarkably well. If it makes a mockery of most an thropologists' and
other s pecialists' pretensions, that is their problem. If you stop and
think about how many anthropologists or others speak the vernacular
language well enough to engage in the critical exchange necessary to
argue through rival interpretations, far less understand Balinese argu
ing amongst themselves, the imagina ry nature of much interpretation
as a practice rather than as a posture stands out with grim clarity.
Two practices among others related to interpreting are textualising
and contextualising,' which I take to be always situated acts. (On this
account, context and situation are not CarteSian mental and physical
domains within semantics. All actions are situated: and contextualis
ing is one kind of action.) By contrast to recourse to Text. or even tex
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tualily. (con-)textualising is a historically situated action aimed at
changing the status quo aTlt.e. To develop Goodman's analysis of repre
sentation (1968: 27-31), some agent represents, textualises or con
textualises something as something else. commonly to some subject
on an occasion for a purpose. The relevance of this argument here is
that it enables us to reconsider interpretation not as a finished product.
we are to admire, believe or even criticise. but as a practice which takes
place on an occasion for a purpose. Anthropologists very rarely ask
whatis the purpose of what they do.
They are not alone in this. nor in glossing fast over what it is that
they actually spend much of their professional time doing. One prac
tice is textualising. reworking events into writing through a double
process. The author articulates the events in question with previous
descriptions and writing practices. in so doing making the events dis
cursive. interpretable and understandable (Hall 1980: 129). The
author also reproduces the events. commonly in writing. for the delec
tali on of her peers and the Advancement of Knowledge. Taken to
absurd lengths. you end up overtextualising people (Boon) or the
world (Appadurai. Bhabha). and recursively anthropomorphising the
texts. Now there are many occasions when people textualise events
and actions. but they do much else besides.' As they seem to find texts
realer. or at least cosier. than life. perhaps it is not so odd that a[fl
cionados of the Literary Turn in the human sciences should project
their own practices and predilections onto the rest of the known and.
in their case. knowable world. This world is there to be read and con
textualised. Anthropologists often appeal to context. What appears as
an exercise in interpretive charity and anti-essentialism depends. how
ever. on furbishing the natives first with a rich realm of Textuality in
which their strange remarks make sense ('Birds are twins' is the para
digm case). Then their utterances and actions can be reinscribed using
the familiar language of textual procedures (metaphor. synecdoche
etc.. the stock in trade inter alia of both structuralism and hermeneu
tics). Historians and literary experts speCialise more literally in recon
structing how people read texts. and so to constructing Texts. 8
Either way, as anthropologists engage in it as a practice. contextual
interpretation often becomes a way of idealising specific social actions.
Contextualising the text or weird statements shows how the native
Mind instantiates or insinuates itself into the world. [am not referring
here to actual minds on particular occasions: what people did or said.
That is purely contingent. It is not clear what contextualising that
would consist of. Contextualising highlights what is essential. general.
indeed generic. not to particular persons. but a Culture or People (the
Nuer. the Balinese). which is the politically acceptable synonym for
Mind. An thropologists have long used context as an authenticating
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and emancipatory strategy. ' Understanding something in context'
confirms you were really there. saw and understood. (The idealist
rejOinder is to turn 'being there' effectively into a question of literary
genre. Geertz 1988.) Contextualising easily becomes emancipatory
from the critical evaluation of evidence: and so permits anthropolo
gists to write themselves interpretive blank cheques. It culminates in
Baron Miinchhausen's Syndrome. first identified by Raspe in 1785.

Overinterpreting Bali
How does an interpretive analysis actually work as against ideal state
ments of method? Let us take examples from two of Clifford Geertz's
most celebrated essays into interpretive anthropology and one from
Boon. who has adapted Geertz's method in a distinctive way.
In Persall. time, and conduct in Bali. Geertz elaborated upon the work
of Bateson and Mead (e.g .. 1942). 'The anonymization of persons and
the immobilisation of time are thus but two sides of the same cultural
process'. the third being 'the ceremoniousness of so much of Balinese
daily life' (19 73b: 398-99). The crucial means in achieving this is lek.
Geertz argued
that lek, which is far and away the most important of such regulators, cul
turally the most intensely emphaSized. ought therefore not to be translated
as 'shame.' bUl rather. to follow out our theatrical image, as 'stage fright'.
((1966} 1973b: 402)

Nearly twenty years later nothing had happened (0 make Geertzques
tion his interpretation or its assumptions.

Nor is this sense the Balinese have of always being on stage a vague and
inelTable one either. It is. in fact. exactly summed up in what is surely one
of their experience-nearest concepts: lek. Lek has been variously translated
or m.1s1ranslated ('shame' is the most corronon attempt); but what j[ really
means is close to what we call stage fright. .. When this occurs. as it some
times does, the immediacy of the moment is felt with excruciating intensity
and men become suddenly and unWillingly creatural. locked in mutua)
embarrassment. as though they had happened upon each other's naked
ness. It is the fear of faux pas. rendered only that much more probably by
the extraordinary rituali2ation of daily life. that keeps social intercourse on
its deliberately narrowed rails and protects the dramatistical sense of self
against the disruptive threat implicit in the immediacy and spontaneity
even the most passionate ceremoniousness cannot fully eradicate from
face-to-face encounters. (I 983a: 64: cf. 1973b: 401 -2)

What though is the ethnographic evidence upon which Geertz vali
dates his guesses? We do not know. How did Geertz know what Bali
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nese felt ? Did they participate in this analysis of their essential being?
Or was it despite them? We are not told.
The remaining examples are from Geertz's most sustained interpre
tive foray, Nega,.: the theatre SlOU in nineteenth-century Bali. Epitomis
ing the king as the centre of the state (a much recycled Orienta list
theme in South East Asia), Geertz develops a series of dichotomies
around the contrast of inside versus outside:
So is body to mind, countryside to settlement. circle circumference to circle

cen ter, word to meaning. sound to music, coconut shell to coconut juice,
(! 980:

108)

What is Geertz's evidence, for instance, that body is opposed to mind,
or word to meaning? And what word does Geertz have in mind for
'meaning'? Once again the reader is not told, nor can you work it out
even if you are familiar with the literature on Bali.
A centra l part is Geertz's analysis of kingship rests on the link
between three symbols or imaged ideas: 'padmasalla, the lotus seat (or
throne) of god: lingga. his phallus, or potency: and sekti [misspelt by
any convention), the energy he infuses into his particular expressions,
mos t especially into the person of the ruler' (1980: 104: the second
parentheses are mine). Of the lingga, he announces:
On earth, the ruler acts on behalf of Siva, and the essence of his royal
power is embodied in the lin.gga [which] the brahman",obtalns",fromSiva

and hands...over to them founder of the dynasty as the palladium of his
royalty, The image summarizes the deep spiritual connec tion (Hooykaas
ca ll s it an 'indivisible trinity') between the supreme god. the reignlng king.

and the state high priest. (1980: 106)
This seems exemplary stuff. What is Geertz's evidence for his analysis
though? It is in fact a quotation from the Dutch philologist. Hooykaas
(1964: 143) citing another Dutch scholar, Krom (1931: 124). A
review of what Hooykaas wrote however suggests matters are not
qUite so straightforward.

Textual Extremities
My last example is from Boon's Affinities and Extremes, which offers an
Aladdin's cave of choice. Given his interest in Balinese textuality, the
foll owing passage is apposite:
Outside reformist circles. Ballnese textual practices minimize neutralized
commentary, Reading groups (sekaha mebasan) may discuss distinct
episodes from favored narratives; but their busywork is ideally another
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ingredient of ritual ce lebrations. To enact. cite, or even refer to a text may

unleash its power. Exegesis in any strict sense does not number among the
functions of traditional textua l and ritual experts ... Just as Bali has little
ascetic remove from life·in ·socie ty. so it demonstrates littl e interpretive

remove from texts that would make them partly alienated objects of exeget
ica l reflection. 1n Bali's 'interpretive scene' the restricted role of exegesis
proper faci litates a play of affinities. analogies, and contradictions across
social forms. performance genres. and ritual registers. (1990; 84 )

I love the smack of the 'strict' disciplinary proprieties, the natives evi
dently need so badly. But, what are Boon's grounds, first, for this sweep
ing summation of Balinese textual practices as anti-interpretive and
ritualistic? He cites myoid teacher, Hooykaas: 'temple priests, exorcists,
and puppet masters alike "have some share in the brahman's panoply
of magic weapons'" (1990: 84, Citing Hooykaas 1980: 20). This hardly
underwrites Boon's assertion. Further, on what evidence does Boon
justify his statement that Balinese textual practices are not exegetical
but about the melding of genres? It is shadow theatre (wayang).
Wayang's epistemology resembles Western examples of so-ca lled Menip
pean satire, a form of parodic rheto ric that multiplies voices and view

points, tongues, citations. pastiches, and etymologies. (! 990: 86)
Oddly the sources cited arc for 'ava. not Bali at all. Presumably shadow
theatre has an essential being which transcends history, place and per
sons altogether.

Interpreting the Interpreters
In Perwn, time, and ronduct in Bali, GeerlZ takes two kinds of calendar
(from GoriS 1933) and aspects of behaviour he characterises as 'cere
mony. stage fright. and absence of climax' (l973b: 398, the last, espe
cially, is from Bateson 1949). 10 other words, Geertz is working largely
with interpretations of interpretations. For an analysis which claims
not only to pay close attention to Balinese behaviour, but even to reveal
what Balinese experience 'with excruciating intensity' , curiously he
offers no detailed examples of Balinese practice, still less of Balinese
talking aboul and commenting on themselves. Geertzdoubly transfixes
Bali: on a sustained dramaturgical metaphor and on a pathological
general description of personality. He preinterprets, because the analy
sis rests upon western corrunon-sensical assumptions about the nature
of both theatre and the person. Balinese have qulte different, highly
developed and largely incommensurable Ideas (on theatre, see Hobart
1983: on the person, see Connor 1982: Duff-{;ooper 1985).

"
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The analysis hinges on the cultural associations of the word lek. BaU
nese actors waxed lyrical about stage fright. for which however they used
the word ieieh. plain 'frightened '. Significantly, when actors talked of
stage fright or when people referred to themselves or others being lek.
they dwelt not on the inner state, but on its manifestation faCially, in ones
speech and body movements, which squared with their careful dilTeren
tialion of the body, expressions and movements. Balinese did indeed refer
to lek in perfonning, but as sillg lIawallg lek, not knowing lek. of actors
who played roles like that of the mad princess, Liku, whose part requires
groping other actors genitals on stage and blurting out the unmention
able. By imposing interpretations upon actions in the absence of - or
rather. despite all- the evidence, yet again Geertz overinterprels.
In Negara, among innumerable asides, Geertz opposes periphery to
centre, body to mind and word to meaning, as if the relationship
between these were transitive. The centre:periphery opposition, upon
which much of Negara is predicated. is a particularly fine, if now rather
tarnished, stroke of orientalist genius (see e.g., Heine-Geldern 1942).
For someone ostensibly so opposed to the assumptions of Dutch struc
tu ra lism (1961), Geertz manages to find dual oppositions where Bali
nese usually use triadic or quite dilTerent schemes altogether. In fact.
almost all frames of reference to the self I know of involve at least three
overlapping and potentially interacting qualities (e.g.. Duff-Cooper
1985: 68-71 on the trisarira: Hobart 1986: 148-49 on the IrigUlla, tri
warga and liga-jnana ). Granted Geertz's erudition. we must question
whether his blithe opposition of body to mind as if it were quite self-evi
dent is a slip born of a rhetorical flourish. It is unlikely. The whole struc
ture of Negara depends upon a (Cartesian) contrast between political
geography and 'symbology'" An obviOUS point about the various Bali
nese schemes for relating thought and action (Hobart 1986: Wikan
1990) is that they presuppose that body and mind are not dualistically
separated. In the light of these evasions. it shou ld come as no great sur
prise that GeerLz should treat the constitutive concept of interpreta
tion, 'meaning'. as equally unproblematic. In Negara, as his other
writing on Bali, Geertz not only skirts round the whole iss ue of seman 
tics, but also avoids inquiring into Balinese usage, which is intricate
(see p.126 below). How far has Geer tz created the object of his inter
pretations. meaning. by conflating what Balinese distinguish? It is not
a promising start to establishing more probable interpretations. What is
rather fright en ing, especially in an interpretive approach which
promises to take 'us into the heart of that of which it is an interpreta
tion' (1973a: 18). is that it may never have occurred to Geertz that
Balinese might think and talk about such matters among themselves.
A remarkable feature of Geertz's in terpretive approach to the (ipse
dixit) central symbols of Balinese kingship is that it involves precious Iit
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tie engagement with Balinese thinking in action. It is in fact. in Raymond
Williams's phrase (1983). an exercise in identifying keywords. Geertz
generalises from the carefully textually circumscribed analyses of earlier
Dutch scholars. such that (to quote Geertz himself in his definition of
how religion works. 1966: 4. my parentheses) by 'formulating concep
tion s of a general order of existence and ...clothing these conceptions
with such an aura of factuality ... [the res ults] seem uniquely realistic'. As
with religion. the 'aura of factuality' is a product of the process itself. It
requires confusing what Volosinov distinguished as theme and meaning.
Only an utterance taken in irs full. concrete scope as a IlistoricaJ. phenomenon pos
sesses a theme... Theme is the upper. actual limit of linguistic significance: in
essence. only theme means something definite. Meaning is t.he lower limil of
linguistic Significance. Meaning. in essence, mean s nothing; it on ly pos
sesses potentiality - the possibility of having a meaning within a concrele

theme. (Volo'i nov 1973: 100- 1)
The timeless phantasmagoric world of Balinese kings is not just t(1e
resultof the interpretive method and its presuppositions. It is the world
the hermeneu ts have condemned themselves to occupy.
In th e passage cited by Geertz. what he omits. significa ntly. is that
Hooykaas was questioning this simple identifi cation .'o Qualifying
Stutterheim (1929 -30) on the link between lii/ga and ancestor effi
gies. Hooykaas pointed out that
the Sa nskrit neuter word liil gam in the first place means 'a mark, spot. sign.
token. badge, emblem. characteristic' .. . The word lHlga. moreover alter
nates with lihgi", Slaying ... Those upright pointed, nat. oblong stones are
marks, lihga. of the ancestors, and after performances of due ritual they
may become their place of descent. their seat: palH,gillal/. Jihgill. W,ga of
their purified and deified spirits. (1964: J 75· 76)

One might have expected an interpretive anthropologist to have
leapt at the possibilities opened up by linga being a mark. sign. token
etc.. terms which are constitutive of Geertz's entire project." To do so
would have complicated Geertz's neat symbolic closure though : to
have foll owed so obvious a lead into Balinese semiotic categories would
have vitiated the entire epistemological grounds for Geertz's endeav
our. To judge from Geertz's analysis of the pivotal rol e of imagi nary
symbols in the construction of kingship. the doubtless unworthy sus
picion arises that at times the interpretive anthropology of Indonesia
is simply Dutch philology with the scholarly caveats. doubts and qual
ifications taken oul.
While Geertz claims to be able to reach down to the excruciating
intenSity of Balinese inner states (cf. Needham's 1981 critique). Boon
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instead identifies Bali as a locus of the intersection of texts, which sit
uates it firmly as an object of Western and Indonesian textuality, He
rightly reminds the reader of the risks of isolating Bali as a pure object.
free from preinterpretation, The cost however is high. As Johannes
Fabian noticed long ago, Boon's method

happening suggests quite how important preinterpretation is to much
anthropological analysis.

avoids calling the Knower and the Known into the same temporal arena.

For all its claim to a radical new insight into Bali, anthropological
hermeneutics reproduces earlier approaches to a surprising extent. For
instance, Geertz reiterates and even makes central to his whole vision
the increasingly rancid old chestnut that Balinese avoid climax (Bateson
and Mead 1942: Bateson 1949). As Jensen and Suryani have pointed
out(1992: 93-104), the whole argument is implausible and rests on all
sorts of preconceptions," We all preinterpret in varying degree. But this
implies neither that our preinterpretations are of the same kind, nor
that we cannot criticise them or learn better, For this reason, the excuse
that all description, interpretation and translation involves 'betrayal'
(Boon's reply to my criticiSms, 1990: 205, fn 2) is not just limp, it is a
defence against engaging with those with whom we work, Boon's texts
that speak back to him do so on his terms. They produce a simulated
engagement (Fabian 1991b), which distracts attention from the very
real and immediate dilemmas which anthropologists face,
Boon's approach raises a final point. An interpretive analysis does
not require intensive fieldwork, as one might have expected it to. Nor
does it require any command of Balinese.! J That is the extractive func
tion of mere ethnographers like myself. Interpretive anthropology
exists to explain to us and the world what we have found. What distin
guishes these brands of hermeneutic anthropology it is the distance
in every sense - its practitioners keep from any engagement with the
people who are producing the 'texts' and 'meanings', and the condi
tions under which they doso. It sheds a new light on the supremacy of
the text over the people who do the writing, speaking, reading, per
forming, commenting, criticiSing and joking.

Like other symbolic anthropologists. Boon keeps his distance from the

Other: in the end his critique amounts to posing one unage of Bali against
other images". The Other remains an object. albeit on a higher level than
that of empiricist or positivist reification ... As an ideology it may widen and

deepen the gap between the West and its Other. (1983: 136-37)
Boon's concentration on the mUltiple textual constitution of Bali
leads to a curious ahistoricity. Note in the extract how Balinese textual
practices and their implications are cast throughout in the timeless pre
sent (a 'thousand years of familiarity with the art of writing' 1990: 84),
In the criss-crossing of metaphors and images, where motley's the only
wear, what gets lost is that many Balinese have been to school since the
1930s, now read newspapers and have been watching television since
the late 19 70s, What would Boon make of the delightful cartoons in the
Bali Post, which comment scathingly on the doings of Balinese and for
eigners? Are these not 'traditional', therefore dismissible? Or are they yet
another manifestation of the infinitely adaptable 'Menippean satire"
Along with this detemporalising goes a pervasive essentialising. In
a few broad brush strokes Boon encapsulates the entire range of Bali
nese textual practices, past and present in all their diversity, and eval
uates the lot as not involving exegesis 'proper' or 'in the strict sense',
As very lillie has been written on his one example, text-reading groups
_ and what has recently (e.g" Rubinstein 1992) undermines his argu
ment - Boon is on shaky ground here. It is doubly insecure in that
Balinese read and comment on a whole range of kinds of work for dif
ferent purposes on different occasions (Hobart 1990: Wiener in press).
Anyway, in my experience works are performed in theatre far more
often than they are read, Are we to narrow the definition of text to
exclude these? If not, what is Boon's evidence for his assertion? There
are less than a handful of translations of performances and no detailed
account of Balinese commentaries, whether by the actors or audi
ences. Instead of evidence, we are offered another familiar preinter
pretation, with a long genealogy: Balinese are ritualistic and, if not
incapable of. quite uninterested in 'neutralised', let alone critical. com
mentary, Were they to, not only would Boon have to take account of
them, but his variety of exegesis would be dead in the water, Therefore
Balinese do not. To succeed in ignoring so much of what is evidently

_.,
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Keeping Distance

The Purposes of Interpretation
Interpretation presumes a double account of knowledge, This account
must depict the nature of native knowledge, distinguish itself from
this and then explain how it can understand the former, Understand
ing is possible through the 'intersubjectivity' the anthropologist has
with the natives, by which he can appreciate their meanings and sym
bols. Although both sides share a common human nature, its expres
sions are different and so the relationship of knower and known, The
repeated refrain of Balinese ritualism - 'extraordinary ritualization'
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with its ever 'more detailed reading of episodes, texts, and institutions
selected for th e multiple countertypes, contradictio ns. and eve n
ironies they cont ain' (Boon 1990: ix),
For all the talk of intersubjectivity and explicating the native Mind
in its palpable. excruciating intensity, hermeneuts actualiy pay scant
regard to peopl e as subjects or, better. agents. It is not necessary to ask
abou t Balinese criteria of analysis, because Balinese are preconstituted
as incapable of selr-reflection (except mechanical 'meta-social com
mentary', Geertz 1972) . critici sm and self-tran sformation, Balinese
a re objectified into the raw materials to be though t. Gerundively they
are not merely describable, but comprehensible, and so to be compre
hended. Preinterpretation is enshrined in the disciplinary practices or
university courses in anthropology: to tra in incredulous young minds
into the realities of society, culture, ki nshi p, ancestors, ritual. ratio
nality, taboo and what they wili find when they finaliy get to the field,
(As with ali good discipline, there are lots of excl usions, The authors
you are not supposed to read a re numerous and far more interesting
on the whole,) Postinterpreting takes up almost as much time, not just
in textualising and contextualising the insights, but in defending the
interpretations against criticism (e.g. Geertz 198 3b: Boon 1990). Pur
porting to advance understanding of human action, the human con
dition , the nature of tenuality. by clai ming to engage other hearts and
minds as n o other approach. interpretive anthropology may enshrine
a hidden political agenda (Pecora 1989). It certai nly offers at once a
superior form of surveillance and a reassurance that other people out
there are understandable and understood. manageable, controllable.
It has also proven eminently marketable back home.
In their actions if not their words, interpretivists stress the relation
s hi p of anthropologist and reader at the expense of tha t between
anthropologist and native. They play to the sensitivity of the reader:
a nd in so doing displace the nati ve yet again . The a nthropologist's role
is double: both inquirer and author. As author, she is the conduit for the
ethnographer's experience. But she reworks that experience in writing:
and so anticipates the experience for her successors, Volosinov fore
warned of the consequences of confUSing theme and meaning: the cir
cula rities of endless signification and represen tationism, which have
been the hallmarks of the Literar y Critica l cul-de-sac. In rejecting,
righ tly. naive realism, the hermeneuts have backed into a hali of mir
rors. 'In fi nis hed anthropological writings.. .what we cali our data are
rea lly ou r own constructions of other peoples' constructions of what
they and their compatriots are up to' (Geertz 19 73a : 9). The problem is
that in the writings in question the constructions are of meta-level far
beyond Sperber's nth degree. Ethnographers do not intuit other peo
ples' constructio ns. They elicit informants' representa tions or infer

(Geertz p.1 15 above), 'ritual celebrations. ritual experts. ritual regis
ters' (Boon p.117 above) - is cru cial to that differen tiation. The pas
sages purport to be descripti ve. They are however commentative and
evaluative. By making Balinese live in a closed and threatened world ,
incapable of critical reflection on themselves, they justify the interces
sion of the interpreter. who is more than just endowed with superior
rationality, He is open, empathetic, critical. well-read a nd with a supe
rior vision . The depiction of Balinese could have come stra ight from a n
Orientalist: ' ritual has a strong attraction for the India n (read 'Bali
nese') mind' (Renou 1968: 29: my parentheses). Balinese add an extra
twist by being uniquely dramatistical as well.
To aspire to unchallenged authority, it is vital to precl ude the suspi
cion that interpretive knowledge is at the wrum of the hermeneut and
his imagination. So the preexistence of meanings a nd texts must be
established. Boon has to predetermine culture as being text or Ten (it
varies): and Geer tz overdetermines its meanings. Anything less inti
mates the vicari ous nature of the whole enterprise. Text (for Boon) or
meaning (for Geertz) therefore becomes not just the object of study, but
a Transcendental Agent. Consider 'the systems of ideas which animate
(the organization of social activity) must be understood' (Geertz 1973b:
362 , my parentheses)." Or. tex ts 'certainly speak back: they may, more
over. change their mind's message on each reread ing' (Boon 1990: 52).
Boon find s tongues in trees, books in running brooks. Such indulgence
might be fine. except that it silences and denies the thinking of the peo
ple with whom we work in the clevernesses of Inteliectual fasruon, 1\
Meaning or text. being transcendent, is not available for ordinary
mortals to understand - certainly not the ritualistic, non-exegetical
Balinese. The ontology requires there to emerge an immanent intelii
gence of this transcen dent agent to explain what is goi ng on, lest the
uninitiated miss it. Fortunately the hermeneut is at hand to do so,
What though are the subjects through whom th is agent exemplifies
the workings of its Wili ? For Boon, as you might expect. above a li it is
the literati of priests and puppeteers. At fi rst sight. it is harder to see
who embod ies meaning in Bali for Geertz. A moment's renectio n
shows why he lays such stress both on anonymisation, detemporalisa
tio n a nd cerem onialisation and on stage fr ight. All Balinese are on
stage: they all instantiate mean ing. which operates th rough ri tua l
symbols (hence the crucial role of symbols a nd ritual in kingship.)
Lastly, how does the hermeneutic intelligence work ? Proximately, for
Geertz, it is by an intersubjective em pathy: one which neither requires
the anthropologist to be coeval. or even go there. It also leaves the
question of 'how can a whole people share a single subjectivity?' (Cra
panzano 1986: 74). Ultimately though, it is through a kind of con
scious philosophical reasoning, epitomised as the reading of a novel.
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ences of others' utterances, acts or represen tations, Only then do they
get to what they write in their notebooks, or more often reconstruct
a fterward s. Cross-cutting this process is the imposition of technical
terms. in which Sperber detected further levels of interpretation. Inter
pretation is not sequential abstraction: simply 'trying to rescue the
"said" ... from its perishing occasions and fix it In perusable terms'
(Geertz 1973a: 20). There is a continual to-and-fro in which we select
and direct our attention and our informants'. After all that what
appears in seminar papers, then the published ethnography, is further
reworked. What is more, interpretivists like Geertz and Boon largely
work with other authors' constructions. In streSSing the value added in
western centres of learning, the effect ironically is subtly to reinscribe
the extractive mode of ethnography, now you collect constructions not
facts. There is no critical dialogue with those whose constructions they
are: no engagement with local intellectuals or academics. As an ana
lytical framework it is about as illuminating as Soviet production sta
tistics and as stimulating as a sex manual for the politicaUy correcl.
However precarious the constructivist tower of babel. it rests upon
familiar subslantialist and realis t foundations. An interpretive approach
is substantlalist in that it is concerned with that which is 'unchanging
and consequently stands outside history' (ColUngwood 1946: 43), here
symbols, the 'said' not 'its perishing occasions' (Geertz 1973a: 20). It is
realist in the sense that it fails critically to consider the presuppositions
of those whose activities are under scrutiny. [t is the anthropological
equivalent of whatColUngwood trenchantly described in history as 'the
scissors-and-paste' method (1946: 33: on realism, see Collingwood
1940: 21-48)."

i25

guessing and questioning. Both involve preinterpretation, but of dif
ferent kinds. The anthropological hermeneutic approach enshrines a
very conservative sense of dialectic: modifying your questions and
guesses. [n the versions discussed, it excludes any consideration of the
participants' categories in use or the need to revise the assumptions of
the analysis in the light of these. It does not allow the possibility of
attempting radically to rethink the presuppositions and purposes of
the analysis. Still less does it consider the continual reworking of one
set of discursive practices in the light of another. Nor can it contem
plate that this reworking must be done i~ large part in situ, where peo
ple argue back, criticise the analyst at each point an d s uggest
alternatives. Lastly the criteria for evaluating guesses, Circularly, are
part of the same logic of validation as those for formulating the
guesses. This hermeneutics is, in the end, hermetic.
By contrast the approach [ am suggesting (foreshadowed by
BakhtinlVolosinov and Collingwood among others) is one that recog
nises that what an anthropologist works with is the historically par
ticu[ar outcome of asking questions. dialectically of materials of all
sorts, dialogically of people and that both change. as does the anthro
pologist. in the course of inquiry. The purposes and circumstances of
that inquiry crucially affect the results, both for the ethnographer and
those who are raising questions as part of their own lives: the two not
always being separable.
Any true understanding is dialogic in nature. Understanding is to utter

ance as one line of a dialogue is to the next... meaning belongs to a word in
its position between speakers: th at is. meaning is rea lized only in the

process of active, responsive understanding. (Volosinov 19 73: 102)
The method by which it proceeds is first to decide what we want to know
about. and then go in search of statements about it. oral or written. purport
ing to bemade by actors in the events concerned. or by eyewitnesses or them.
or by persons repeating what actors or eyewitnesses have told them. or have
told their informants. or those who informed their informants. and so on.
Having found in such a starementsomething relevant to hiS purpose, the his
torian excerpts it and incorporates it. translated if necessary and recast into

Questioning is of two contrastive kinds. One assumes the object of
inquiry to be knowable and susceptible to explanation by fairly pre
dictable sequences of questions. [t is exemplified in how teachers
instruct students in the appropriate moves in inquiry as part of learn
ing a discipline, be it chemistry or law, The other assumes what you
kn ow to be conditional in part on the questions, so critically reHeeting
On provisional answers requires you continually to rethink the
assumptions behind the question. Collingwood considered the latter to
be exemplilied by critical philosophical and historical thinking. I think
there is a case for adding critical anthropological thinking.
Such critical thinking Is certainly not exemplified in reiterating the
absence of climax or the presence of stage fright decades later from the
safety of your own university. That is reinventing the wheel as an octa
gon. It requires expending enormous effort nOlin critical thinking, but
in ignoring what the people you are studying are doing a nd even try

what he considers a suitable style, in his own history. (1946: 257)
Collingwood's delineation of the scissors-and-paste method is, not
coincidentally, a classic desCription of overinterpretation.
To conclude this discussion, how does the approach (am starting to
sketch out differ from an interpretive approach? Oddly enough, in the
little world of anthropology, the two approaches share quite a lot In
common, not least because [have learned much from the interpretive
approach. Some of the divergences emerge in the differences between
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ing to tell you. Unless such critical thought involves continually
rethinking the questions we ask and reflecting on our own presuppo
sitions through our emerging understanding of other peoples' ques
tioning. it lands up like the hermeneutic circle as the sort of one-legged
dialectic. a hermeneutic hop. For this reason. you cannot tidy up the
problem of interpretation simply by formulating clear. fa lsifia ble.
Inductive steps (although that would be a definite improvement). or
splitting the prooess. as does Sperber. into two stages. The effect is to
make your own thought stand as yet more hierarchical over those
whose thinking you are studying and to deny the fact that they too are
likely to be thinking and questioning in ways which the claimed hege
mony of closed interpretation would make unknowable.

Some Balinese Practice
Any reader who is not terminally committed to existing brands of
interpretivism will not be surprised to learn that Balinese engage in all
kinds of writing. oral composition, theatre. painting and so forth,
which have always been changing (Hobart 1991 : Vickers 1990:
Wiener in press). They have a broad range of overlapping practioes.
which do not easily match our categories of interpreting. comment
ing. criticising or re-enacting. To highlight the differenoes with the
interpretive approach discussed above. let me begin with meaning.
Balinese usage would require a monograph (which I am writing) to
do them justioe. For simplicity of exposition. let me begin with my pre
sent understanding of the terms Balinese use to evaluate and under
stand utteranoes. and even actions. First. there is what is the most
important. pamekas. in what someone says or does. Second. there is the
explanation or clarification of a statement. fLyes (a definition also used
by the Balinese scholar. KtutGinarsa 1985 ). Third. there is the fLwwek.
the objective or target (sasaran). the point (Luwek is the point of a
weapon) of saying something. or a person (or group) pointed to. or to be
affected by what is said. Fourth. there is the purpose or the directed aim
of speech. its tetujon. Fifth. there is daging raos. literally 'the meat' of
what one says. the matter under discussion . Sixth. there Is the arti.
which may be translated as 'meaning'. but often has connotations of
'intended reference. significance' (e.g .. Ginarsa 1985: 39). Seventh.
there is the pikolih. what results from saying something. the manifest
outcome. the effect. Finally. there is a suksema. which is untranslatable
(it suggests subtle. immaterial. line). Provisionally I think ilis something
like the subtle efTect on the listener after due reflection. Balinese widely
make use of at least four (especially tetuwek. tetujon. pikolih and suksema)
in analysing speech and action. Something of Balinese usage might be
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related to a combination of the functions of language Uakobson 1960)
or speech acts (Austin 19 75). Balinese stress the purpose of the act - be
it speech. dance, painting - and the effect on the listener or spectator. In
Volosinov's terms. all but teges (which significantly is the most literary
term) form pari of the theme, rather than the meaning. There is a nigh
unbridgeable gulf between Balinese and their interpreters' ideas about
mean ing. This may be in pari related to differenoes in speech practioes. I'
Balinese has an extraordinarily large vocabulary. consisting mostly of
terminal words referring to very specific features, states or movements.
(There are at least 22 named eye movements or positions. 46 specific
terms for hand movements. 13 named sleep postures for a singie person.
6 more for two people etc.) To know a word is to know what it refers to
or how it is used. TreaNng Bali as essentially a problem of deep under
standing. of unravelling in English an almost inexpressibly dense and
involuted 'symbology' (Geertz 1980: 98fT.) oentred on a few key words.
may be to miSS much of how Balinese address their own language is use.
Certainly one of my most infuriating. and sadly frequent. experienoes is
watching theatre and suddenly losing the thread because of the use o(a
highly specialised word which [do not know. Not infrequently these are
pun s which leave the anthropologist puzzled as to why. for instance,
meticulou s agricultural ad vice on how to plant vanilla should convulse
the audience In ribald laughter. " The proliferation of terminal, speCific
words is accompanied therefore by associative assonanoe. both conven
tional and extemporised. between words with quite unrelated referents.
Apart from the semantic terms already mentioned, there is also a min
imal critical vocabulary which the Balinese with whom [ worked insisted
that I learn if I were to understand them talking about history and the
atre. I apologise in advanoe for the indigesNble litany of terms. As with
body movements. Balinese often eschewed general categories which were
hybrid (as is the notion of interpretation itself) in favour of more specific
kinds of practioe. exemplified in the widespread use of what we would
call verbs. Some deal with what we would call knOwing (uning). such as
examining (mareksa), questioning (nakenang). trying out (ngi/ldayang).
demonstrating (nyi hnayang) and proving (muktiang). These shade into
the more hermeneutic operations of guessing (nurahang). illustrating
(ngedengang). understanding (ngaresep). explaining (/lerangang). These in
turn linked with more obviously performative practioes like embellishing
(/lgiasin ). advising (nuturin). confirming the truth of (ngawiaktiang). com
manding (nganikain). and pointing to the moral (ngalbnekin).
Besides these. there are two terms which are primary candidates for
glossing the English 'interpreting' . They are ngartiany. paraphrasing.
glossing. translating: and melula/lg unpeeling. unravelling, disentan
gling. Both are forms of what Balinese refer to as ngaraosang indik. com
menting. or talking about. Th ere is another sense of interpret.
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exemplified by the French use of interpreter. as in performing a musical
piece. This includes reading in general. ngawacen: reading manuscripts
aloud. ngoga". kadundun (literally 'to be woken up') which is usually
succeeded by ngartiallg. translating or paraphrasing them: nyatwayang.
telling a story. ngaragragang. developing or elaborating a plot by actors.
a puppeteer or story-teller. This shades into ngaredanayang. creating or
recreating a story or text. As practices they overlap. Elaborating a plot
requires telling a story. illustrating. demonstrating. explaining. embell
ishing and not least saying wha t is the moral of it all. As Balinese go to
some length s to treat not just readers and actors. but audiences as
active participants in reworking and re-creati ng what happens (Hobart
1991). trying to split creation from interpretation is unhelpful.
Perh aps I can best make the point .by an example from theatre."
The elder of two servants asks a question of the prince. who replies.
They then ngartiang his words. The prince is Singing in Old Javanese.
the servants speak Balinese. The parentheses are mine.
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of translating between languages and of giving an explication (teoesl
of what someone said in the same language. On the occasions I have
heard Balinese read and noarliang written works in Old Javanese. there
was usually far more overlan of the original and the translation. Inso
far as the aim of a reading may be to clarify and explicate its meaning
in Volosinov's sense. apart from determining its thematic relevance. it
makes sense both that this should be the occasion that Balinese used
the word teges. which is the least situation ally sensitive word in the
register. and that the overlap should be greater.
One reason for spending time on ngarliang is that the root arti is the
main candidate for glossing ·meaning·. I have heard Balinese use it at
times especially in recent years. [cannot tell though how far this usage
is affected by arti also being Indonesian. where it has been affected by
European usage. An example of my own unwitting preinterpretation
and its con sequences emerged when I checked my research tapes for
how Balinese used arti. To my chagrin 1 discovered that it was I who
kept using the word. after which the people 1 was working with would
use it for a few sentences. then revert to the other commentative terms
for meaning outlined above.
At the risk of oversimplifying. it is possible to distinguish two modes
of interpretation. 'meta-lingual redescripti on' and 'uncovering' or
explicating.1'
The practice of ngartiang overlaps with me/utano. peeling or unrav
elling what is said to deterrrune as far as possible its matter. point and
purpose. The term is used particularly of two styles of speaking:
mature speech. raos wayah. and veiled speech. raos makulil. These two
are partly related because mature people often speak indirectly or dis
guise the pOint of what they say: and you have to be mature to pull off
veiled speech successfully. In listening to mature speech it is often not
obvious if you miss the point. because the words also refer. nuding. to
another manifest or ostensible topic. Listening to the more skilled ora
tors in public meetings and reading many kinds of manuscripts
requ ires one to unpeel them. Some of the latter require great skill.
experience and subtlety. By no means all adults have the ability. Even
in popular theatre. as in the example above. my own inquiries back up
seasoned commentators' views that at times many you ng people only
think about the explicit subject ma tter and have little idea of there
often being a further point or target (tetuwek). or particular purpose
(tetujon) to what is being said. As very little has been published on
these practices. it is not surprising Boon seems not to know of th em. It
is pretty hard though to get through an ordinary day with Bali nese
(and certainly not a meeting or play) without needing to un peel what
they say: or more often. if you are an innocent anthropologist. failing
to note that there was anything to unravel.

Old Retainer:
To whom should one...(pray for grace)?
Youllg Retainer: That 's right! That's what we should ask.
Old Retai"er:
That is what your servants beg. M'lord .

Prince:
Praise God.
Young Retainer: 'My dear chapl My dear chapr lO
Old Retainer:
What's going on?21
YOUllg Retniner: 'Don't fool around when working . Don't listen to idle
speech (of people who denigrate the importance of per
forming ceremonies). I am spea king of acts of devotion.

You sh ould never be done with them . Th ere is none other,

as you said earlier. t.han God:

Note how much was left unsaid. A great deal of interpretation seems
to me to be possible only. as Nigel Barley once put it. through the hov
ercraft effect - passing rapidly and noisily over the subject in hand.
with much mistification and to no long-term effecLI needed a group of
Balinese. including two actors. to argue through this exchange and fill
in what they thought made sense not just of the gaps. but what was
said. Their postinterpretation was for my benefit.
Both a ctors and members of the audience with whom I worked on
this piece were explicit that the retainers were ngart.iang the prince. At
no point in the play did they translate the prince's words verbatim or
anything near. Instead they paraphrased. explicated or expatiated
upon them. The actors. here and in the other plays I have worked on.
were not transl ating the essence of the speech. but elaborating and
making what was said relevant to the immediate situation. As royal
characters in shadow theatre speak Old Javanese. much of the play is
taken up by the servants expatiating in Balinese. Ngarliang is also used
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had failed. because the medium of whom they had inquired had COme
up with a successor's name. but there was no one of that name
around. (The old priest gave me a hilarious imitation afterwards of the
medium's tremulous speech. What this says about unleashing power
Or Balinese ceremoniousness I dread to think.) A famous medium was
then invited to the temple. After discussion of the purpose of the occa
sion. the deity duly spoke through him before an audience of thou
sands. It was. after all. an eXCiting occasion: anything could have
happened. The deity excoriated the village priests for sundry failings
Oustified according to the onlookers I spoke to). gave a history of the
priesthood of the temple. then announced the personal names (cor
rectly) of the two sons of the old priest. as his successors to the two
temples where he served. The village leaders convened a meeting to
discuss the speech and agreed to implement the recommendations
(and they were recommendations. as they could well have been
ignored). The question of whether they needed to melut ('unpeel' or
'unravel') what was said was not discussed. The crucial matter was
whether the deity's statements of fact about the past were true. and so
whether the recommendations were believable and appropriate. The
process was less to do with interpretation than a rigorous - and quite
juridical- examination of evidence. motives. opportunities and so on .
To evaluate what happened required. however. knowing a great deal of
what had happened in the village and assessing its reliability."

As an expression 'interpretation' sits uneasily on the plethora of Bali
nese interpretive. commentative and performative practices. It is refer
entially ambiguous (ngimpelin) in significant ways. Rather than try to
classify or summarise the range of practices - which would be cam
magemelan yeh. like trying to grasp water - I outline three occasions
which. by most standards. we would considerto involve interpretation
in some quintessential form. These are interpreting the speech of a
deily. reading a dynastic chronicle and explaining a theatre perfor
mance to an anthropologist.
One common practice is concerned with understanding the will of
powerful. non-manifest agents. One of the most dangerous forms is
learning about sakl.i. exceptional kinds of efficacy (often glossed as
'mystical power) by reading and unravelling (melu£) certain manu
scripts. I can say little about this. although I have been invited on a
number of occasions. because to experiment would have cost me the
trust of most Balinese I work with." Having truck with power is
always potentially dangerous. especially if it is non-manifest (niskala)
and so even more indeterminate than usual. So it is wise to renect on.
and sift through. such evidence as you have carefully. Likewisecaution
is advisable when inquiring about the past. because it too is non-man
ifest. There are only the traces (laad) on the landscape. in written
works. in peoples' memories. They all require inferring what is the case
(tallwa) from the evidence available.
To try. almost certainly in vain. to lay the ghost of Balinese ritualis
tic proclivities. [ shall consider an example of how Balinese in the
research village dealt with a necessary encounter with the non-mani
fest. As with the reading of a royal chronicle. It was an important occa
sion. took place in a temple and was accompanied by what Geertz and
Boon would call ritual. However. rather than invoke a class. or aspect.
of actions designated ·ritual'. I prefer to follow Balinese in noting sim
ply there are different forms of propriety and action suited. from past
experience. to dealing with different kinds of being. What transpired
had precious little to do with hermeneutic interpretation. but dwelt at
length on the purpose (l elUjo n) of the inquiry. how to go about it. what
the outcome (Pikolih) implied and what action was required. if any.

History For What?
The second example was about a dispute over who owned a temple
with extensive ricelands (see Hobart 1990). A senior prince of a pow
erful dynasty had been invited to repair two ancient masks in the tem
ple in question. On learning that there was a dispute over who should
take care of the temple. he said that his family chronicle had dctails on
how the temple was founded. A meeting of senior people in the village
decided it would be useful to know what was written there to see if it
were relevant. (There was a connict of vested interests. but that is not
directly germane to what follows.) The prince agreed to witness the
reading and. on the appointed day. arrived with a large entourage.
including the island's most famous writer of such dynastic chronicles
(babad). A local man was enlisted to read the relevant part of the man
uscript which was in Old Javanese. while the writer translated it (ngar
tiang) into high Balinese. My concern here though is not with what
was read. but with its purpose. It had nothing to do with being
'another ingredient of ritual celebrations'. nor with any 'play of affini
ties. analogies. and contradictions across social forms. performance

Understanding Divinity
The temple priest of the local agricultural association had become too
old to continue in office. The association decided therefore to inquire
about the deity's wishes (nyanjan) as to a successor. The first attempt
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genres. and ritual registers'. That is not to say that there was not much
of interest to local intellectuals. However, according to the meeting
which arranged it. the prince. the reader and translator. and the mem
bers of the audience I spoke to afterwards. the purpose was to deter
mine the relevance of what was written to arguments about who
should look after, and so had rights over the land of. the temple.
From my work subsequently with a group of interested villagers.
who commented on the reading in detail for me. two pOints among
others arose. First. there was a question whether the history. being
written in Old Javanese. was opaque (makulit. see p. 129) and so
required ngorUano into Balinese to see if it needed to be explicated
(melut). In their view. much depended on the skill of the translator and
how trustworthy he was: on his rendering they thought that there was
little that was unclear. (To establish this obviously required checking
carefully for signs. or textual evidence. that it might have been
makulit.) A bigger problem arose. second, in that it was one thing to
read and translate a passage. It was quite another to determine the rel
evance of that passage to the circumstances in question. The commit
tee had failed to make this clear before the reading. The outcome
(pikolih) of the reading was therefore uncertain. and so destined to be
abortive (gabellg). There was no agreed basis (taledan) from which to
judge what was said.
Foolish anthropologist that I was, I had pressed the commentators to
get on with the details of the text and translation. They baulked at this
and insisted on spending a whole evening discussing the prole
gomenon. Conventionally this is called an 'apology' (pangaksama. see
Zurbuchen 1987: 99-100). As I learned. a pangaksama is - or rather
should be - much more. On such occasions. which aJso include inviting
deities to speak and theatre performances. those responSible for the
event are expected to state its purpose. the limits (wates) of the rele
vance or consequences of what is about to happen. and apologise in
advance to those whose interests are likely to be affected. Readings and
performances do something. or fail to. To attempt to generalise their sig
nificance to the participants is as vaCUOUS as it is to argue Bali 'demon
strates little interpretive remove from texts that would make them
partly alienated objects of exegetical renection' (Boon p. 117 above).

So Long as They're Happy
The form in which Balinese most often encountered texts was in the
atre. Theatre involves a double act of interpretation. The performers
interpret a work; the spectators interpret the performance. Neither
actors nor spectators treated audiences as passive. In most kinds of
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theatre the dialogue and scenes were largely extemporised and tailored
tothe audience's response. The hardest role was that of the first person
on stage. They had to gauge the particular audience, while the rest of
the cast listened carefully to what was going on to judge how best to
play the piece. Some villages had reputations for liking slapstick. oth
ers bawdiness. others political commentary extrapolated from the
story. others wanted careful exegesis.
From working with actors over the years. however. there are certain
points which they often alluded to. One of these aJso came up repeatedly
when I worked on recordings of plays with members of the audiences.
whether male or female. Again it shows my tendency to preinterpret. I
would keep on asking what was the arti of what was said (or done), only
to be told there was no arli. When I rephrased the question to ask what
the purpose was. the usual answer was: mangda panonwn seneng. so that
the audience would be happy. I take the follOwing extracts from a com
mentary by ex-actors and their friends on the play excerpted above.
Once again. the commentators stressed what happens before tr e
event. Aotici pation and the uncertainty about who will be performi~g
affect the occasion and the spectators' interest. One old actor summed
it up: 'If you are not hungry. you do not enjoy your food . If it is some
thing you have never tasted before. you are eXCited and afraid.' Shortly
after the play began. a well known television actor, I Midep. appeared
on stage. The parentheses are my additions.
Ex-actor:

The reason that as soon as the play began people knew that
they would enjoy themselves - isn't that so? - is because I
Midep is known for playing a servant (a humorous role).

Me:

Uh.Huh.

Ex-acwr:

What's more, when he plays a servant. he is also very funny.

Plays were far from just occasions for jokes though. The ability to
induce sad feelings (nyedihang) in the spectators was also greatly
appreciated. The best plays are magenep. they contain a mixture of dif
ferent elements: jokes. tragedy. historical detail. advice. political criti
cism. They must above all be performed well: and Balinese standards of
critical judgement were ferocious. I have seen troupes famous
throughout the island evidently apprehensive on seeing experienced
actors in the audience. To say this is all Menippean satire tells us little
about the forms it takes and how it is appreciated.
Making people laugh and cry has further importance though.
Ex-actor:

(In you often lis ten to the meaning (arti). if you watch (care
fully). you need to look for what it reOects.

Friend:

Yes. so that it sort of fits. a Uttle like being given advice.
That is where you have to keep on searching for Ins truction .

Ex-actor:

,
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Frielld:

Ex-actor:
Me:
Ex-actor:
Friend:

That's it.
In theatre. if you are happy. you watch .
Yes.
That's how it is.
Yes. you have to sift ilthrough again and again . what is suit
able rOf you to use. What is bad you throwaway immediately.

This makes the pOint. I trust. that the audience is not presumed to be
passive. It also hardly points to exegetical indifference.
A few sentences later on the commentators came to the importance
of being happy again.
Ex-actor:

There (in the play) it's like - what do you caU itl - if the audience's
thoughts are happy. don't they understand (ngaresep ) Quickly?

If you are enjoying the play. you pay attention. You are also able to
understand much more quickly. What I know of theatre in Bali
worked. as did much else. by recognising and treating people as poten
tially active participants in thinking about. working on and under
standing what was going on . What is interesting in the passages above
is the realisation that the commentators conSidered the state of being
of the participants to be relevant to the success of the occaSion. Feel
ing happy was centrally implicated in understanding. If you were sad.
miserable. in pain. you were likely to be distracted. uninterested. unen
gaged. Rather than wheel out yet again the tired cliches about how rit
ualised Balinese are. it might be more instructive to follow through
what Balinese themselves say. namely that suka. happiness. enjoyment
and duka. suffering. pain are crucial aspects of human action and its
consequences. not least exegesis and understanding.

The Hyperreal
To take Balinese commentaries on their own practices seriously would
entail setting aside many of our deeply beloved assumptions. methods
and purposes of inq uiry. It would leave a large number of old. and not
so-old buffers in anthropology departments and museums bereft. if
they could not opine happily on the meaning of symbols. rituals. pots
and unBritish sexual activities. often among peoples who disappeared
long ago or who are now more interested in television. computers and
income from tourism , fnterpretation is, in many ways, the co re con·

stitutive practice. without which anthropology's su rvival may be far
less assured than that of its erstwhile subjects. If action is to be under
stood in terms of its purpose. as Balinese suggest. then perpetuating
our practices and its practitioners looks like many anthropologists' pri
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mary concern. Likewise. who is supposed to acclaim the hermeneuts'
analyses of Bali? It is not the Balinese. nor theirs' the reward. (These
'interpretations' are, incidentally. not mine but those of Balinese
friends. I incline to agree with them. )
Am 1 then proposing a radical hermeneutics which. if nothing else.
might give a facelift to anthropology's sagging jowls?" If. as I suspect.
anthropology was a 'discipline' made possible by the conjunction of a
naturalist epistemology (people and institutions as objects to be stud
ied scientifically) and colonialism (the unreciprocal entitlement of
Europeans to intrude upon and write about these objects). then no
amount of transplants will help. The ideal of some meeting of free and
equal sovereign minds is a delusion. which ignores the degree to which
the interlocutors are differently situated. Balinese enter any such
hermeneutic exchange on vastly unequal terms. economically. politi
cally. experientially. epistemologically. Not least. we pay Our research
assistants and 'informants' for their attention. skills and loyalty. Many
anthropologists pay lip service to these problems. In their practice. pre
cious few ever realise it.

What makes it so hard for anthropologists. whose work is notion
ally to engage in precisely this lengthy. uncertain dialogue of unfore
seeable outcome. to avoid a trahisoll des c1ercs? In the panoply of the
human sciences. our appointed job is to remove the culturallimescale
encrusting rationality. to polish away the blips on the cosmic mirror of
philosophy, disin fect a few of the running Sores on modernity and
serve as a foil to postmodernisms. Sanitising Balinese and others. mak
ing them safe for democracy. is what brings the accolades. the
respectability and the bucks. We have been firmly contextualised. And.
as it takes torture to make a good torturer. we contextualise and tex
tualise those we work with. Whom the hermeneuts wish to destroy
they firsttextualise. It all requires less effort than the alternatives and
the results do not threaten our peers or ourselves. A Balinese who
could speak would be as unwelcome as Wittgenstein's lion.
Contextualising articulates what we write about with a world of
other. eXisting texts. As we saw with interpretive analyses of Bali.
hermen euts confine themselves 'not only to what can be reproduced.
bUI that which is always already reproduced'. Oddly enough this was Bau
drillard's definition of the hyperreal (1983a: 146. original emphasis).
Once you make the step of recognising. as the hermeneuts of Bali do.
that the text in whatever form is the primary reality. the corollary is
that you are presuming 'the absellce of a basic reality' . The further
implication is that the image created may bear 'no relation to any real
ity whatever: it is its own pure simulacrum' (Baudrillard 1983a: 11).
so setting the conditions for the replication of hyperreality. It is of the
Same order as the dancer with whom 1 began."
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The difficulty of even some of the clearer postmodernist and post
structurali st writings is that. elegant and persuasive as they may
sound. quite how do they translate (sic) into hard argument? To
answer a question with a question: how did Bali become identified
with ritual? One of the answers is through death. Cremations. espe
cially those which involved the immolation of widows. have fascinated
Europeans for centuries before they ever tamed the Balinese beast.
Who actually witnessed these. and what if anything they saw through
the throng and the smoke. is much less clear than the I-was-standing
right-there-on-the-cremation-pyre accounts suggest. Nonetheless
these accounts bave been replicated endlessly as testimony to the sav
age ritual essence of Ball (Connor n.d.). And who reproduces these yet
again as striking images to support their interpretation of the ritu
alised Balinese? It is none other than our two hermeneuts (Boon 1977:
176-224; Geertz 1980: 98-120. 231-235).
It would be sad to leave Bali in the maw of Geertz. Boon and their
nemesis. Baudrillard. condemned to eternal hyperreality. Despite the
two million tourists a year. the Indonesian government (not unaided)
making their culture a commoditisable object and the kind attentions
of all the Baliologists. Balinese somehow manage to carryon much of
the time resisting the pure te"tuality that Boon (1982. 1990). and the
silence and the spectacle that Geertz (1980) and Baudrillard (e.g.
198 3b: 9-11. 19-24). join in unholy alliance to foi st on them. Between
the texts. silences and spectacles. for the moment at least many of
them carryon living and even sometimes thriving. What they do is
encompassed simply neither by hyperreality. nor even reality (a noose
I leave to philosophers to hang themselves). For want of a better word.
I shall call it hypo reality. By the expression I am referring to that
domain of underdetermined facts which are subject to continued ana
lysts' - and in a quite different way sometimes Balinese - attempts to
subdue and determine. and which usually elude them. It consists not
least of that myriad of actions. speech. rumina tions and their
absences which make up so mu ch of human living. Pace de Certeau
(1984) we have great difficulty explaining or interpreting the ordi
na ry. A reason. I suggest. is that our theoretical practices are over
whelmingly concerned with singling out - according to predilection
the structural. the foundational. the essential. the determinative. the
limiting case. the p\lZ2ling. the unlikely. the dramatic; but very rarely
the ordinary. It is what Balinese call biasa and regard as beyond expla
nation. Actions in situ and their unintended consequences remain suf
fiCiently contingen t as to make a mockery of theorising. even if it is not
the fashion of these times. Most of what humans do remains - and I
suspect will always remain to the half-honest scholar - delightfully
intransigent to explanation if not to overinterpretation.
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Notes
1. Felic ia Hu ghes-Freeland. a former stu dent of mine. uses detailed ethnography rrom
Yogyakarta to provide a devastati ng critique of the habi t of reading meani ng in to

dance (1986: 1991).
2. Appositely. o ne of Wltlgenstein's key expositions is on the confused senses of Inter
pretation. Sign ificantly pa ral leling Balinese usage. he notes th at to interpret is 'to do

someth ing' ( 1958: 2 12).
J, Sontag brin gs out n icely the implicit connection with the New Right. ' Interpreta
tio n isa rad ical strategy for conser ving an old text. which Is thought too precio us to
repudiate. by revamping it' ( 196 1: 6).
4. My argument reitera tes pa rt o f Fouea ult 's criticism of Derrida (1 9 72: 602. trans
lated by Spivak 1976: Ixi -lx ii).
S. I refer to the Lit. Crit. Mcxie of (Re-)Prcxiuction as an Industry because It is on e of
th e major growth arclIS with much sub-postmodernist boHerplate writing. In the
social sciences, Its fOnTISrange from the New Historicism (Veescr 1989) 1.0 the work .
al lts bes t per ha ps. of Spiva k (e. g. 1988) and Bhabha (1 990) to come full anthro
po logical cirele In the writings of people like Appadural (1 990). A mo re extended
cril.ique of this litera ry tendency will have to walt another occasio n: but the dis
cussio n below of InterpreHve pra ctices on Ba ll covers some aspects. The recidivist
skull benea th the svelte postmodernist skin comes oul neatly. for example. in. the
writin gs of one of Its more sensitive practitioners. Homi Bhabha. for all the irQnic
reOexlvlty and self-conscious detac hment he invests into rethinking the natio n as
an a mbivalen t abstra ct object. Within fo ur pa ges of the Int rod uction. the practice
o f na rrating the n aUon - a sel f- evidently western Idea of narrative. of ecurse
relnsc ri bes Itself (sign ifican tly In the passive tense, by rounding up the usual sus
pect sema ntic and eplstemologleal met.aphors of space) In to a strategy fo r 'a turn
ing of bo u nda ries and limits in to the in-betwee n spaces th rou gh whle h th e
meanings of cultu ral and poli tical aut hority a re negotia ted ' (1 990: 4). PIllS ca
change... The sco pe fo r catach resls reaches a giddy apotheosis in Appadurai 's ana ly
sis of globa lization (e.g. 'g1o bal euhural flow '. 1990: 301 ) in which an imaginary
processual objec t Is bullt oUI or a se ries of constitutive metaphors of knowledge (see
Hoba rt in press).
6. They are not the only o nes. Yea rs ago I provisionally sketched out four kinds o f
practices which Ba linese seemed to me freq uently to en gage in ( 198 5: 1986). They
were: essenti alisi ng,. contextualising. pragmatisln g (a horrible neologism -I could
not thi n k or better at the time - in tended to suggest having to reach a practical dec i
sion whatever the exegetical niceties) . and elaborating. Some time r hope to get the
lime to rethink and develop the idea. As w ith the far more detailed accoun t of
named Ba linese practices later in th iS c hapter. they are less class incato ry su b
species of interpretation (o r overin terpretatlon ). but overiappi ng pracUces. 1t would
be possible to prod uce a ta xo nomy of kinds. a nd degrees. or overinterpret.atio n. but
that itself risks becoming a n unnecessary actor essentla lisin g a nd ovcrinterpreting
in turn .
7. There is a n interesting Balinese practice or ml1jejanfl kil all. highli ghti ng ambigu il.ies
orlen In mundan e sta tem ents and to th e disco mfiture of the original spea ker. It
draws attention to the tex tual preeonditlons of speech and understa nd in g. but also
to th eir situ ated ness. J '......a s told of the foli owlng exch a nge with some glee:
Misen tienge demen lekiin dur!in.
Yiihl Mlrib de menen ia ncda padang.
My cousin likes durian .
llho ughl (s he) prererrc.d gras..~.
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Mlsan Is first cousin: mlsa is a female water buffalo. wuh a terminal 'n' indicating
the genitlve. as In 'my water burralo'.
8 . My tbanks to Ron loden for hIs comments on the draft of this chapter and in par
ticular for a useful discussion on contextuallsing as an academiC practice. Inciden
tally. these critica l remarks make use of a Balinese rhetorical device: " (gakln.
gtdebong. 'sitting on the stem of a banana palm', My ostensible target Isanthropol

oglsts. because 1 am one and I know their pracUces best.Ir anyone else readIng this
piece finds anything seeping through (in Ball. the image Is wet sap through the
underpants). then so be It.
9. Despite their claIm to radical chique. the LIt. erll. tendency remaIns firmly the loyal
op,!X>Sltion within a conservative and dualist epistemology. To achieve this requires
transcendent entities. especially 'meanlng' to be wreathed with an aura of factual·
Ity, commonly through catachresis. InvolVing notably condu!! and spatial
metaphors of knowledge (Salmond 1982). although rarely as magnificently as in
the following example:
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J 6. Interpretive anthropologists are less Obviously realist than their more poSitivistic
colleagues. in that they recogn ise Ihe engagement of mind with their oblect of
s tudy. It remains realist to the extent Ihtl! they condense mind to text . genre and
rhetorical device and ignore the presuppositions. notably the purposes. o( others'
actions and their own Inquiries.
Geertz and Boon may be matcbless. but they are nOl alone, In Overinterpreting
Ball. I cheerrully wrote about how Balinese viewed process SOmetimes in cyclica l
terms in my thesis (1979: 24 -25). When I subsequently thought to check this. to
my mortification I diSCOVered that I had imposed a spalla l metaphor on what they
talk about quite differently. On some future occasiOn f hope to consider other styles
of overinterpretatlon in the work of anthropologists like Duff-Cooper and Howe.
and area Specialists like Vickers,
17. 'am grateful to Ernesto Ladau (or drawing the implications of Balinese usage to my
attention and also for suggesting a more general difference between redescription
and expJicalion. scc bdow.

(he ambivalent, antagonlstle perspectIve (If nation as namllion will cslllbllsh the cu hurnl
boundanes of the nation sO Ihat they may be acknoYo'\edg.ed as 'oonlalnl ng' Ihresholds of
meaning Ihat must be crossed, ernsed. and translated in Ihe proccs.~ of cultural production.
(Bhabha 1990: 4)

18. The link follows Balinese conventions on assonance (which are $Ometimes quite
unexpected to an EngJish·speaker). here a well known one between panil!. vanilla.
and teli . vagina .

10. for a radically different analysis. which is carefully argued from detailed accounts

19. The play WtlS a primbon. a historical genre in which some of the actors are masked.
some n ot. about the prince of Nusa Pen ida, an island off Bali. It was performed in
the research village in March 1989 .

of Balinese themselves. see Wiener (in press). Hooykaas is quollng Krom wbo was
In fact engaged In an argument with Bosch on the applicability of Cambodian evl·
dence to Java , Ball gets tagged on as the tail to the hermeneutic dog.
II. Geertz writes:
To describe the negara Is to describe a constellation of enshrined ideas ... Ideas arc nOI. and
havenOI betn lOr some tIme. unobservabte mcntalS1urr.l'hey arecnvehlcled meanlngs.l11e
vehlcle$ beIng symbols (or In some usages. slgnsl. a :;ymbo\ being anything that denotes.
dC$erlbes. represents. exempllliCJ. labels, indicates. evokes. dq>lcU'. exprcsSles - any thing
lhat somehow orOlher signi fies . (1980: 135)

12. Wben Balinese are permitted to speak for tbemselves a quite different pIcture
emerges. for instance. the Gagurltat! Padem Warak (the song of killing of the rbl·
noceros. translated by Vickers 1991) depicts a 'ritual' In term s \\'t would by most
accounts conSider to be sustained and repeated climaxes.
13 . Geertz's analyses are based on seven months In Ball: Boon sadly had to leave Ball
because of Illness shortly after starting fieldwork. By Geertis own admiSSion his
BaUnese Is minimal (19 9) . Boon's problems with Balinese In his writings make it
evident.
14. Crapanzano's perceptive comments on how the narrative devices by which 'Geertt
likens his nonpersonhood to being "a cloud or a gust of wind '" (1986: 71) attain a
new slgnll\cance. I have made use of Ideas in an unpublished paper by Ron Inden
(n.d .) In tbls analYSis of agency.
15. [n fairness to Boon. he is not the only. or even the most celebrated. scholar to get his
intellectual kn ickers in a textual twist. ConSider the following:
alternative conS1ltuencies or pcopk.t a nd oppo$iUonal analytical capacl{i~ lOay emerge 
youth, the everyday. nostalgia. new ·elhnicitics·. new social movemcnLS, 'the IXlli[iCS or dir
ference '. They IISsig.n new meanin gs and different direC1lons 10 l11e proec....... ot hiS10rlcal
change. (Bhabha 1990: 1)
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Note t.he conflation of possible real complex agents (Hobart 1990: lnden 1990)
such as etbnlc groups with 'analytical capacities'. ·nostalgia·. 'the everyday' In a
semantic soup. As Sontag has pointed out however of nostalgia (1977: 15). such
representations are agenLlve and self-fulfilling.

20. The word used was Pamall. a fond but respectfu l expression royals use to thei r min
Isters and close retainers.
21, The old retainer aclS as If it is th e young reta iner who is spea king to him. not as
paraphrasing (IIIJGrlian(J) his master 's ....'Ords.
22. The clarity of the distinction may owe more to my overdeterm inaUon than to Bali.
nese usage. As I understand them. Balinese interpretive practices involve realiSin g.
recognising. appreciating and acting upon the implications of you r reflections. to
whic h redescription and explication are overlapping means .
23 _ Having \\fOrked In a celebrated centre for such writings. Lovrlc (/ 98 7) is Informa_
tive. She died not long afterwards. Hooykaas worked on well-known texls Involving
S(1kll . e.g. the Kanda 'nlP'lL (19 74)and Basllr (19 78).
24. In subsequent talk around the village. the key issues were that the medium had not
been tested wlrh fire (kapilllonin ) 10 see If he was conSCious filing) and so play-act
ing (llgat-ngal): and whether anyone might have ICtlked details of (he past history of
the temple. Popular opinion was that It was unlikely (but unprovable ). because it did
not seem to be in the interests of the (ew who did know.
My dlaryenlry for that day is interesting. The relevant passage reads: '11 kePI run
ning through my head that this was a good case against Sperber and Wilson :
whether il Is mutual knowledge. shared COntexl or whatever. it certainly isn't
couched in a propositiona l form which permits the kind or inference they draw'
(rererring to Sperber and Wilson 1982).
25 . I am emphatically not suggesting hermeneutics as remedial therapy. This Is the
view that Our problems or understanding stem from a lack or adequate theoretical
frameworks . IntersubJectiveempathy or even linguistic com petence which . jf reme
died_ would suddenly render the Balinese understandable and transparent to Our
knowing minds . Less inadequacy on the part or outSide 'expert' commentators is as
devoutly to be wished as it is unlikely to COme aboul.lt would provide far less excuse
ror the prevailing c ultural myopia (aka ethnocentrism) and '"''Quid make the scale of
the problems of understanding mOre obvious. Underslandlng itselr however Is a
peculiarly flabby. rrequently tautologlcaJ. term which refers to no diSCriminable kind
or thinking. It is therefore Singularly appropriate to woolly hermeneutics. (I( the
slructure of understanding resembles concentrated gelatine. then dOing Jnterpre
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live Anthropology waters it down Into a lurid-coloured jelly.) Equally the Idea of
another culture being. In any sense, 'clear' or 'transparent' Indicates the prior deler
mlnations both of the kinds of 'object' presumed to be knowable (or rather the
process of re-rendering them. as collective representatlons. symbols. images. so
they become knowable. understandable) and of the theory of knowledge Invoked.
Practices. being situational, c hanging, contested. ollen relatively unverbalised
or culturally marked. are not easily squeezed intoconvenienl objects of knowledge

or of understanding. Therefore they are ignored. [n short , I suggest that. for the
problems of society or culture being more or less wrapped up or even having any
workable ontology. we are still largely at sea. So Laclau could write of 'the impossi
bility of society' (1990). ReOection on practices is less the solution tban a first step
away from the m<'l.sslve prevailing hypostatisi ng and essentlalislng which has dom
inated thinking in the human sclences.
26. 'The ool1apseof the reallnto hyper realism' comes about by 'the meticulous reduplica
tion of t.he real. preferably through another reproductive medium such as advertising
or photography' (Baudrillard 1993: 71). For Ball we have both in superabundance,
Ilnd reinterpretatIon too.
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